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The thesis entitled "Dielectric studies of some organic 

molecules in the liquid state" is submitted tor the degree of 

Doctor of Philosophy (Science) of North Bengal University, India. 

ltembodies the result of investigations on the microwave absorption 

of some rotational isomeric molecules and some ester molecules in 

the liquid state, carried out at the microwave absorption laboratory 

of the Optics Department at the Indian Association tor the 

Cultivation ot Science, Calcutta 700032, India. 

It starts with general introduction surveying th~ historical 

development of dielectric studies which is followed bJ experimental 

technique adopted in the presrott invP-stigations. The thesis is 

divided into two parts. The first part comprising of !1ve chapters, 

discus~the result~ obtained 1n the case of eome rotational 1soaeric 

molecules, While the second part is treated with th~ results 

obtained in some ester molecules. 

The results of the iuv st\gati~ns have been published in 

the form of several ~apers 1n different scientific journals. The 

reprints of papers which are available have been a~ded at the end 

as an appendix. 

The author expresses her sincare thanks to Dr. S. B. Roy 

for sucgesttng the probl•• and his guidance during the progress or 
the ~rks. She is gratetul to Professor G. s. Xastha, D.Sc. !or his 

kind and keen interest 1n the work. She is also thankful to her 

colleagues Mr. Abul Hasan and Mrs. Alpana Gbatak with whom most of 



the works were jointly carried out. She wishes to thank Mr. Malay 

Kr. Sarkar for typing the manuscript and all other members or the 

Optics D~partrnent for their variotls help and assistances. 

Finally, the author expresses her thanks to the authorities 

of the Indian A~soc1at1on for the ~llt1vation of Science, Calcutta 

700032 for all !1nanc1al assistances. 
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